MEGLINATING VARIABLE INTENSITY MULTIFUNCTION POWER TOOL

8 Functions:
- Untracking concrete hex finials
- Retracking floating lug grout*
- Anomorhing deck shims
- Pneumaneanizing subdivots
- Torqueing slotted camshanks
- Synchrofusing synthetic toggle bearings
- Electromuting compressed velonoid laminate
- Removing ear wax

*$Submersible dual-angle inverted caliper attachment required. (Sold separately.)

ON SALE FOR FOUR YEARS STRAIGHT AND WE'VE STILL GOT A WAREHOUSE FULL OF ‘EM!

MARK YOUR CALENDAR! NEXT FRIDAY – SATURDAY – SUNDAY!

DISORGANIZED • UNDERSTAFFED PARKING LOT SALE

Somehow our merchandise seems more appealing when presented in an environment reminiscent of a yard sale!

OVERWHELMING 148-PIECE TOOL KIT

- All tools guaranteed to be subpar even by our standards
- Miniature, near-useless versions of real tools that no one would buy separately
- Perfect gift for daughter’s first apartment despite the fact that she doesn’t know how to change a light bulb and hangs pictures by hammering screws into drywall with the heel of her shoe
- 4-drawer chest makes useful makeup caddy once tools are tossed away

ITEM 148TK00
$64.99
REG. PRICE $49.99

16-TON HYDRAULIC NAIL UNBENDER

Stop throwing away your money on wasted nails!

ITEM 666911
$139.49
REG. PRICE $89.99

BONO SAFETY GOGGLES

Protect eyes and maintain inflated sense of self-importance when using power tools

ITEM 0000U2
$12.49
REG. PRICE $10.99
FACTOR DIRECT TO YOU!

We stock everything from low-grade Shop Equipment, Hand Tools, Compressors and Welders to, inexplicably, Wheel Chairs and Cat Toys. If it can be manufactured cheaply in safety regulation-free China and shipped to the USA without having to adhere to any import requirements, we carry it! Remember, it's always good to have some spare bungee cords around!

HAZARD FRAUGHT TOOLS

6" WHALE-GUTTING KNIFE
Also ideal for most walrus carcasses
ITEM WH6480
$9.99
REG. PRICE $2.99

6" MOHEL KNIFE
Also ideal for most walrus brisket
ITEM 117114
$3.99
REG. PRICE $1.99

HEAVY-DUTY PNEUMATIC SLIDE WHISTLE
ITEM 070033

Your Choice!
18-VOLT CORDLESS HAMMER
ITEM 100199

LIFETIME WARRANTY ON ALL HAND TOOLS
made by Craftsman and sold at Sears, we've heard

8-FUNCTION ELECTRONIC MULTI-TOOL
- AC/DC voltage tester
- Meat thermometer
- Gaydar
- Searchable Bible
- Paternity tester
- Corn-on-the-cob holder
ITEM KC091710
$9.99
REG. PRICE $5.99

16" MANUAL CHAINSAW
ITEM TXS1974
$79.99
REG. PRICE $49.99

YOUR CHOICE!

SOME KIND OF GAUGE
- Numbered dial w/ black needle
- Higher numbered area in "danger" red
ITEM 198906
$9.99
REG. PRICE $2.99

16" MANUFACTURED CORD COMBO
Do not get cord wet.
ITEM 50W222
$29.99
REG. PRICE $13.99

8-OUNCE SOLID BRASS CARPENTER'S DREIDEL
ITEM 82930
$14.99
REG. PRICE $9.99

USELESS COUPON!
HAZARD FRAUGHT TOOLS
Low-Quality Tools at Ridiculous Prices

HOW DO WE DO IT?
How does Hazard Fraught Tools sell low-quality merchandise to such a willing public? By convincing men that even though they don’t need any of this stuff, owning it will make them feel more “manly.” Seriously guys, how often are you going to use that reciprocating hydraulic miter clamp? Besides, why waste extra money on quality tools that you could someday hand down to your son or grandson? They won’t care and neither will you, since you’ll be dead. Save that money and buy something you can really use, like a large plastic jar — the kind you buy at Costco that’s filled with stale pretzels — full of bungee cords (Aisle 6-A). Remember, it’s always good to have seven dozen spare bungee cords around!

FREE!
WITH ANY PURCHASE

NEVER-N-STOK™
3-1/2”
SUPER BRIGHT
9 LED ALUMINUM FLASHLIGHT

Compare To Those Expensive $8.99 Models They’re Now Selling At The Dollar Store For A Dollar.

ITEM 020564
OUR REG. PRICE $6.99

No rainchecks. Limited to stock on hand. And we’re already out. In fact, we specifically direct our store managers to not order these when we’re running this coupon. Offer good only on item shown, not on three other identical models we carry with different stock numbers. We trust you’re reading this fine print only after you’ve come into the store.

SELF-TUMBLING PATIO UMBRELLA
"Roaming" patio and beach umbrellas are specially weighted to take off in the slightest breeze. Fun way to meet your neighbors as you retrieve it — or, at the shore, to become the next viral video sensation as dozens of beachgoers videotape you chasing an elusive parasol endlessly down the sand like a jackass

ITEM 190571
$24.99
REG. PRICE $9.99

HEAVYWEIGHT SCREWDRIVER SET

- Standard flathead
- Standard Phillips head
- Plus 46 others you’ll never use but will have to sort through in your toolbox to get to the one that you need

ITEM 102772
$24.99
REG. PRICE $19.99

80-PIECE ROTARY NOSE-PICKING KIT

ITEM 808080
$49.99
REG. PRICE $29.99

WRITER: SCOTT MAIKO
ARTIST: SCOTT BRICHER
USELESS COUPON!

LASER-GUIDED PAINT BRUSH
- In 2", 3", 4" widths
- Laser pointer accurately guides user towards surface to be painted
- Warning: Remove cats from room when painting
ITEM LP8973
$14.99
REG. PRICE $7.99

MORON LAMP
ITEM 131385
$8.99
REG. PRICE $1.99

USELESS COUPON!

MUPPET-GRADE FELT WORK GLOVES
Choose from Big Bird, Ernie, Cookie Monster
ITEM 198869
$6.99/Pr.
REG. PRICE $3.99

KEY-SHAPED FOLDING MINI-MACHETE
Add tiny, useless key-knife to keychain and completely forget about it until TSA agents discover it the next time you fly.
ITEM RN81814
$2.49
REG. PRICE $1.99

USELESS COUPON!

6' X 8' RICKETY ALUMINUM GREENHOUSE
- Assemble in an afternoon
- Disassemble the next afternoon after citation from Homeowners' Association
- Barely big enough to turn around in
- Cheap plastic sheeting punctures with pine needles, heavy rain
ITEM GR710519
$349.99
REG. PRICE $299.99

12 HP, 4500-WATT NOISE & FUME GENERATOR
Be the one a-hole in the neighborhood who overreacts to a half-hour power outage after a summer thunderstorm. Or take it camping and destroy the peace and quiet for everyone around you. Runs on peculiar gasoline/diesel formula (which you mix yourself!) for maximum noxiousness.
ITEM 451245W
$319.99
REG. PRICE $249.99

HAZARD FRAUGHT TOOLS

THE EXACT SAME CRAP AT THE EXACT SAME PRICES
AS IN LAST WEEK'S FLYER, JUST ARRANGED DIFFERENTLY!